CAREER PROFILE: SYSTEM TESTING & EVALUATION SPECIALIST

DEGREE REQUIRED?
No Certification(s) recommended; experience can supplement

MEDIAN SALARY
+$47,000

JOB GROWTH
+20%

SOFT SKILLS
Planning & organization
Problem-solving
Analytical
Systems thinking

COMMON JOB DUTIES
- Develop test plans to address specifications and requirements
- Analyze the results of software, hardware, or interoperability testing
- Test, evaluate, and verify hardware and/or software to determine compliance with defined specifications and requirements
- Install and maintain network infrastructure device operating system software (e.g., IOS, firmware)
- Make recommendations based on test results
- Perform developmental testing on systems under development
- Record and manage test data
- Validate specifications and requirements for testability

for more info
CYBER.ORG offers grant-funded cyber curricula, professional development, and career resources. Our goal is to empower educators and grow the cyber workforce of tomorrow.